
Welcome to Chapter by Chapter
The transition from story books to chapter books is an
important milestone for most children. As much as they
may want to read “big kid” books, the change can be
somewhat daunting. Suddenly the stories are a little
more complex, there are fewer supporting illustrations,
and children have to be able to recall, from chapter to
chapter, what they have already read. If your students
are reading early chapter books—or are about to take
this important step into the wider world of reading—
then Chapter by Chapter is for you.

Chapter by Chapter is designed to help children make
the transition to chapter books. The program gives
newly independent readers the repeated experience of
success. Once you get a child started, he or she will be
able to progress through a book independently. To
make sure that children will succeed

* Chapter by Chapter uses only the best early chapter
books. These are well written, often humorous stories
selected to keep children reading.

* Chapter by Chapter provides structured, gentle guid-
ance, encouraging and motivating young readers.

* Chapter by Chapter builds and reinforces a high 
confidence level, even in beginning readers, by lead-
ing them through each story, step by step.

* Chapter by Chapter uses humor and encouragement to
fuel the desire to read.

The Student Activity Book and 
Teacher Guide
Every Chapter by Chapter includes a 24-page Student
Activity Book and a complete set of teaching resources.
The Student Activity Book contains activities that encour-
age readers to think about aspects of plot, setting, and
character, and to think, predict, and problem solve. Each
activity is explained by Max McMoose, the “Reading
Buddy.” Max leads readers through the chapter book,
offering encouragement, telling jokes, and lending a
relaxed, fun attitude toward the reading experience. 

In each Chapter by Chapter you will also find

* instructions for getting started, an answer key, and a
reproducible bookmark;

* formal and informal assessments of how deeply
readers have understood the story;

* a certificate of achievement that marks the completion
of an entire chapter book.

Getting Started
Chapter by Chapter is a great vehicle for enhancing
flexible classroom management. Though it was 
developed to foster independent chapter book 
reading, Chapter by Chapter is just as easily used for
whole-class or small-group reading. In either whole-
class or small-group settings, you can set a schedule
that fits your classroom routine, telling children which
chapters to read and activities to complete.

In an independent reading approach, you may want to
allow children to set their own pace for completing the
Student Activity Book. Or you may prefer to recommend
a schedule to children that allows them to absorb and
savor each chapter. Whichever approach you choose,
you may want to take a few minutes to help children get
oriented to the Student Activity Book.

* Introduce Max McMoose as children’s reading buddy.

* Point out the clock in the lower right-hand corner.
Tell children to keep working in the Student Activity
Book until they see a big clock at the bottom of the
page. It will tell them what chapter or chapters to
read next.

* Direct students to do Activity 1—a prereading activity—
before they begin reading the book. After that, the 
activity book will always tell them what to do next.

* Point out that there are lots of jokes and riddles.

* Give each child a copy of the bookmark in the
Teacher Guide. It will remind children who are not
accustomed to longer books that it may take more
than a day to read the book.

Once students see how the activity book flows, let the
reading—and the fun—begin!
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Answer Key

Activity 1 Prereading
page 2 1. Possible answers: title, author, book topic,
characters. 2. 10 chapters; 68 pages. Possible answer: 
a boy and girl meet dinosaurs. Possible answer: finding
out how the boy and girl got back to the land and time
of dinosaurs.

page 3 1. ancient  2. bellowing  3. mutant  
4. engraved  5. crest  6. enormous

Activity 2 Characterization
page 4 Annie; Jack; Jack; Annie; Annie; Jack 
Possible answers: I think Jack was right because the 
tree house belonged to someone else; I think Annie 
was right because there weren’t any “keep out” signs.

Activity 3 Make Inferences
page 5 Favorite Fairy Tales—Annie; Science for 
Kids—Jack; 101 Ghost Stories—Annie; Meet George
Washington—Jack; What Were Dinosaurs Really
Like?—Jack; All About Monsters—Annie

Activity 4 Setting
page 6 Children’s drawings may include a Pteranodon,
tall grass and ferns, and volcanoes.

Activity 5 Make Predictions
page 7 Possible answers: Annie will talk to the
Pteranodon and pet it. The Pteranodon will be 
frightened and fly away.

Activity 6
page 8 Just for Fun!

Activity 7 Critical-Creative Thinking
page 9 Possible answers: Notes—giant wings, crest 
on head, bright and alert eyes, friendly. Questions—
wing span? purpose of crest? weight? 

Activity 8 Main Idea/Details
pages 10–11 Tyrannosaurus rex; Triceratops;
Anatosaurus; Pteranodon

Activity 9 Plot Sequence
pages 12–13 First picture—5, Annie fed magnolia
flowers to an Anatosaurus; second picture—1, Annie
and Jack scramble up the ladder to the tree house; 
third picture—6, Annie and Jack see a Tyrannosaurus
rex; fourth picture—3, Jack finds a gold medallion;
fifth picture—4, Annie finds the nests filled with baby
dinosaurs; sixth picture—2, Annie falls in front of the
Triceratops.

Activity 11
page 16 Take a Break!

Activity 12 Comprehension
page 17 1. F  2. A  3. N  4. G  5. S  6. G  7. I  8. V
Answer to riddle: FANGSGIVING

Activity 13 Critical-Creative Thinking/Compare-Contrast
pages 18–19 Possible answers: Terrific things about
Annie—she’s brave, she has good ideas, she’s caring,
she’ll keep a secret; Terrific things about Jack—he’s
smart, he’ll keep a secret, he questions things, he wants
to go back to the magic tree house.

Activity 14 Critical-Creative Thinking
page 20 Possible answers: Reporter—Breaking news!
Two children, Annie and Jack, say that they took a trip
in a magic tree house and that they ended up in
dinosaur times. Scientist—Impossible! This could not
happen! Time travel is scientifically impossible! 
You—Responses will vary.

Activity 15 Creative Thinking
page 21 Answers will vary.

Wrap Up! Assessment/Evaluation
page 22 Check to see that articles include:
• a relevant headline
• correct sequence of major events
• supporting details
• information about characters’ actions and feelings

page 23
Book Title: Dinosaurs Before Dark
Author: Mary Pope Osborne
1–3. Responses will vary as children offer their opinions
about the book.  4. Ratings will vary.

Test Answers
1. d (main idea)  2. c (sequence)  3. b (details)
4. c (details)  5. b (character)  6. d (character)
7. a. (vocabulary)  8. b (cause and effect)  
9. c (details)  10. a (sequence)
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Activity 10 Vocabulary/Comprehension
pages 14–15
1. Tyrannosaurus  
2. tuba  
3. tree house 
4. backpack  
5. Anatosauruses  
6. magnolia  
7. flapped 
8. stampede  
9. nests  

10. Think



Check it out! Good readers look a book over before they begin.
Let’s see what you can find out about Dinosaurs Before Dark.

1. Look at the front and back covers. What did you find out?

2. Flip through the book.

How many chapters are there? 

How many pages are there? 

What did you learn from the pictures?

What do you think you are going to like most about 
this book?
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Activity 1

Hello there!
Max McMoose is my name. Reading is my game!
I’m going to be your reading buddy. 
Just stick with me.

Before
You 

Read

An

aunt-

eater!

What would
you call 

a dinosaur
that ate

its father’s
sister?

Joke

Alert!
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Joke

Alert!

It gave 

snappy

answers.

Why did theTyrannosaurusdo well in
school?

Activity 8

Leapin’ Lizards! There were lots of dinosaurs in
Chapters 5 and 6. Do you remember them all?
Read the riddles. Then write the dinosaurs’ names
on the lines. Draw their pictures in the frames.

Chapters

5&6
Fun!

Chapters 5 & 6  Chapters 5 & 6  Chapters 5 & 6  Chapters 5 & 6

I walk on two big legs
and have long gleam-
ing teeth. Most other
dinosaurs are afraid of
me. What am I?

I’m bigger than a truck
and have three horns
on my head. I eat only
plants. What am I?
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What if you could travel to dinosaur times like
Jack and Annie did. Could all the things they saw
and did really happen? 

Chapters

9&10
Fun!

Chapters 9 & 10 Chapters 9 & 10 Chapters 9 & 10 Chapters 9 & 10

�More Fun 
This Way
Please ...

What kind ofdinosaurs like to spinaround?

Triceratops!

If a sentence tells about something that could happen, circle
the letter under Real. If it tells about something that 
probably could not happen, circle the letter under Fantasy.

Real Fantasy

1. A Pteranodon would let a person  H F
ride on its back.

2. A Triceratops could eat grass. A J

3. Anatosauruses could have nests N R
of babies.

4. A Pteranodon could fly. G A

5. A Pteranodon could understand D S
what a person says. 

6. A Tyrannosaurus could roar. G T

7. A Pteranodon would save a person. C I

8. A dinosaur would let a person pet it. B V

Now fill in the blanks with the circled 
letters to answer the riddle.

What is a Tyrannosaurus’s favorite holiday?

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ I N G!
1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8

Activity 12 


